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he Affinity Diagram is the simplest way to organize field data.
It arranges the notes from Interpretation Sessions into a hierarchy that reveals common issues and themes across all users. The
Affinity shows the scope of the problem: it reveals in one place all
the issues, worries, and key elements of the users’ lives relevant to
the team’s focus. It also helps define the key quality requirements
on the system: reliability, performance, hardware support, and so
forth. The Affinity Diagram should be built for every project. It is
the first model consolidated, allowing it to be used to harvest data
that might be needed for other models and also to teach the consolidation thought process (Fig. 6.1).
To build the Affinity, all Interpretation Session notes from all
users are printed on sticky notes in random order. Then the team
arranges the notes into a hierarchy, using a facilitated process. An
Affinity takes 1.5–2 days to build, depending on
the number of notes and the size of the team buildBring all the issues and
ing the Affinity. The notes are grouped on a wall
opportunities of the
to reveal distinctions relevant to the design probmarket into one place
lem; each group describes a single issue or a point.
Groups are kept small, four to six notes in a group.
Keeping groups small forces the team to make more
groups when there is a lot of data on a point, pushing them to find
more issues and more insights. Groups are not predefined—they
emerge from the data and are specific to the data. Finally, the groups
Contextual Design. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-800894-2.00006-5
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are labeled with blue sticky notes1 to characterize the point made
by the group. The blue labels are then organized into larger areas
of interest under pink labels, and the pink labels are grouped under
green labels to show whole themes.
The Affinity or “K-J” process was introduced as one of the
“seven quality processes” from Japan2 back in the 1970s. It has
since then become a widely used tool. We have optimized the process to handle much larger affinities, typically about 1500 notes—
though we recommend not more than about 500 notes in your
first Affinity. We build the Affinity after a good
cross-section of users has been interviewed. This
The Affinity is a quick
usually means between 12 and 16 users covering
way to organize a lot of
all target roles in three to five work or life conunstructured data
texts, assuming 50–100 notes per user. We always
prefer to finish the Affinity in a single day, or at
worst time-box it to 2 or 3 focused days. We can
do this if we have one person per 80 notes or better. If the project
plan is to collect more data than this, first do a preliminary consolidation, which you finish. This allows the team to refocus and
clarify the most important data to collect in the remaining interviews. Then do the remaining interviews and roll in the data in all
at once in another 1–3 day session.
Building the Affinity is a managed team meeting with a process
that ensures it gets done in the time designated. Letting the process
drag on drains the team. If your team is small and you don’t have
enough people, invite others who are interested in the design to participate. Order pizza! Do whatever you have to do to get them into
the room. Remember managers and team members alike experience
elapsed time, not man-hours. Ten people working together for a day
or two looks short. Two people working for a week looks long, even
though it’s fewer hours—you don’t get the immersion, buy-in, and
range of perspectives you would with a wider group. This is also
1 When

we started the process, there were only blue, green, and pink sticky notes. While working
with teams, the colors took on meaning relative to the level of abstraction or the part of the model,
so we keep these colors. Whatever you do have a consistent color associated with one of the three
levels of the Affinity.
2 M. Brassard, Memory Jogger Plus, GOAL/QPC, Methuen, MA, 1989.

Building the Affinity Diagram

why we don’t build affinities in an online document—it’s too much
data, too much manipulation, and not enough team interaction to
achieve a high-quality result, either for the Affinity or for buy-in and
immersion.3

Figure 6.1 An Affinity Diagram during construction, showing how notes and
pictures from individual interviews (the yellow notes) are grouped into a hierarchical
structure (the blue, pink, and green labels). Photos taken during interviews are
integrated into the Affinity wherever appropriate.

Building the Affinity Diagram
The Affinity is built bottom-up. We don’t start with known categories
such as “Usability issues” or “Quality.” That would reduce building an Affinity to a sorting task; each note goes in its own bucket,
and at the end you know no more than you did before. Instead, we
allow the individual notes to suggest grouping they might belong to.
We intentionally resist using categories that might be familiar to the
team, suggested by their experience instead of by the user data. We
even ban words the team is too familiar with—one configuration
3 One

day we may have real digital walls all over a room—then we can do it without the paper! But
the team will still have a shared experience in the room.
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management group was not allowed to use the word “version.”
Banning the term forces the team to say how the concept is relevant
to the project focus and helps them to come at their
problem with a fresh perspective (Fig. 6.2).
Ban jargon and
Building an Affinity is inductive reasoning at its
specialized words to force
purest. The basic process is to put up one note, then
rethinking old concepts
for everyone to look at the notes in their hand for others that seem to go with it. When found, additional
notes are added to the group. There’s no need to justify
why they go together. But we do push for a certain kind of “affinity”:
Two notes have an affinity if they are saying similar things about

Figure 6.2 A slice of a much larger Affinity after it has been put online, showing how yellow sticky
notes from individual interviews group into blues and pinks revealing issues and themes. Note that the
blues and pinks are written in the voice of the user.

Building the Affinity Diagram

the user’s life as it relates to the design focus of the team—the notes
express a similar intent, problem, or issue. So deciding if notes go
together is the result of an inquiry into the meaning of the words on the note to understand the
Inquire into the design
practice issue they represent. When it’s not clear
significance of each note
how to interpret the words, the team can appeal to
the interviewer to check whether an interpretation
is valid.
Here are some examples of using the data captured on a note
to infer meaning for the practice. Each example gives some of the
context (which the team would be aware of ) and shows how to
look at the data from a particular focus and see implications for
redesigning the practice and technology. If these insights occurred
to team members during the Interpretation Session, they would be
captured in separate notes; otherwise the Affinity process gives the
opportunity to consider the data again. These notes are all taken
from interviews with people planning vacations.
U07-39 She likes Orbitz because their dates were flexible—
she sees a matrix with departure and return dates. She
can see each price and pick the best one.

This note discusses a particular feature of a travel site’s UI
(Orbitz), but it’s hiding an implication about travel planning. When
thinking about her vacation, the user isn’t committed to a particular
departure and return date. Those might change depending on the
trip, the price, and other factors. And in fact, many decisions in
vacation planning are tentative, dependent on other aspects of the
vacation working out. Any tool we build needs to take this flexible,
uncommitted attitude toward planning into account.
T05-90 She says her mom never traveled much, and her mom
was proud of U5 when U5 started traveling a lot: “you do
it all, you see it all.”

This note suggests values and experiences associated with
identity—the mother’s attitude and by implication the traveler’s
own. The notes in an Affinity relevant to values and how we see
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ourselves will group together to reveal themes. This section of the
wall will both reveal these values and will also be relevant data to create identity elements, described in Chapter 7. Here it suggests that
being adventurous is valued by both mother and daughter—and it
reveals that the mother would like to encourage the
daughter to do what she could not. As the team
Notes will represent and
looks for the meaning and key ideas in the notes,
enrich the meaning of the
they can group like notes together. The meaning a
Cool Concepts
team reads in a note and the way they group them
are driven by the project focus. The above notes
could be taken in different directions—features
in cars, finding restaurants, providing search functionality. But put
together, they point toward one of the Cool Concepts (in fact, they
are where the concept came from). Together, they suggest “Think
for me”—give me what I’m looking for without asking me, without
search, and without setup. Grouping them this way across domains
reveals the higher-level principle.
I love getting local results immediately, without having
to ask

U6-40 She likes that Google gives you local listings first
for restaurants and stores nearby

U5-58 Likes using the built-in Zagat feature in his car
to find good restaurants in the area.

U4-60 He uses the icon feature of the map in his car to
help him find gas stations nearby.

Now we collect notes with similar themes together and give them
a label representing the insight suggested by the group. A good group
label states the issue that holds all the individual notes together. It is a
succinct phrase that summarizes the content of the group. “Different
ways of finding nearby things” would not summarize the content in

Building the Affinity Diagram

the above example; it would just say what you could learn by reading the content. Including “without having to ask” states the key
principle; the individual notes give examples of this
general statement. The data in the individual notes
below the label supports the statement in the label. If
Labels are the user’s
the label is good, it reveals the distinction important
voice speaking from the
for design. The label is the synthesis of the detailed
wall—succinctly
data—now there is no need to read the notes. The
label is sufficient. So a good label matters.
A good group label is written as though the user was talking
to the designer; direct, immediate language has more impact than
third-person language. The label is not a sentence; it is succinct
declarative personal message from the user. When the labels use the
user’s voice, the whole wall speaks directly to the design team—the
labels are a central communication device. Here are some examples
of good first-level labels, all revealing how travel planning supports
relationship between people:
Planning the trip is another opportunity to connect and
have fun

The closer I am to a person, the more ways I have to
communicate with them


It’s important to plan regular trips so we can get
together

First-level groupings such as the above are themselves collected into
higher-order groups. The result is a hierarchical structure that breaks the
data about the user into manageable chunks. We use green sticky notes
at the highest level, which describe a whole area of concern. Under this,
pink labels describe the specific issues which define that area of concern. Blue labels describe each aspect of the issue. And the individual
notes under the blue labels describe the instances illustrating the blue
label. When well written, the labels tell a story about the user, structuring the problem, identifying specific issues, and organizing everything
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known about that issue. The labels represent the new information in an
Affinity. All labels are written in the voice of the user.
We limit each first-level group to four to six
notes to force the team to look deeply and make
Labels are the synthesis
more distinctions than they would otherwise be
of the data revealing
inclined to. It pushes more of the knowledge up
meaning
into the group labels. Remember your findings
are in the labels—they are what will drive design
thinking. A pink label can contain up to eight blue
labels, and a green label might have six to eight pink labels. Bigger
groups than that mean there’s not enough structure to see what’s
going on quickly.
When complete, each green section tells a story about the
users’ life. It raises the distinctions relevant for the project focus,
r
evealing what matters. In this way, the labels synthesize the
findings and drive design thinking. For example, here is a section
of an Affinity describing how travel supports the Cool Concept of

Metrics for Affinity building
Start when you have multiple users to organize.
•	About half the users or at least 300 notes from four to five users
Groupings start with observation notes
•	Not design ideas or questions—the first note frames the group meaning
Number of notes below the blue (1st level) labels is based on the size of the Affinity:
•	Less than 1000 notes: two to four in a grouping
•	1000–1800 notes: four to six in a grouping
•	More than 1800 notes: 6–10 in a grouping if there is a lot of real duplication
Notes under higher-level labels:
•	Pink (2nd level) six to eight blues under a pink
•	Green (3rd top level) 4–10 pinks under a green
Build a preliminary Affinity if there will be more than 20 user interviews:
•	Build preliminary Affinity after 10–16 interviews—or about half
•	Preliminary Affinity should be complete but broad and shallow: only one to three
individual notes beneath each blue label
•	Later interviews will deepen the groups and create new labels

Building the Affinity Diagram

Accomplishment. (Individual notes have been skipped for brevity—
colored triangles map to colored notes in the Affinity):
  

►	
Challenge is a part of task accomplishment
►	Travel provides an opportunity to pursue personal
goals
►	Travel is an opportunity to continue working on
things I or my family do at home
►	Travel is an opportunity and inspiration for me
to improve myself
►	I look for apps to help me connect my interests
(such as food) to travel
►	I want to learn new things, and travel/travel
planning helps me do that
►	Travel itself gives me a sense of accomplishment
►	Getting a good deal makes me feel good
►	I enjoy and take pride in planning travel
►	Figuring out the best deal, route, etc. is fun
►	I care about keeping track of my accomplishments
►	I keep track of the places I’ve traveled
►	I want to have a full collection of all my travel
photos

  

►	I like getting feedback about how I’m doing

This section of the Affinity brings together data from many users
and many situations to tell the story of travel and the experience of
challenge. When sharing the data or reviewing the wall yourself, you
might read it like a story: “People see travel as a challenge, and that’s
a good thing. It gives them a sense of accomplishing personal goals,
furthering their interests, and growing as a person. And overcoming the
challenges of travel is fun and meaningful in itself. I’m proud of what I
did and want to share it with my world.” Each pink label names an issue
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which is described by the blue labels underneath it, so that each section
of the Affinity tells a coherent story about part of the practice, and the
whole wall brings together all issues and observations
to tell a single story about the user population.
The Affinity tells a story of
Labels in the Affinity bubble up from the data.
the user’s life
Together they tell the story of the practice and life
of people in the market. The data, as always, represents detailed information about the target activity.
But with the introduction of the Cool Concepts, the data now also
represents detailed data about the life, use of mobile devices, identity,
and motives of people. And the Cool Concepts also focus the team in

Label Guidelines
Labels should enable the reader to:
•	Read blue labels to see themes without reading individual notes
•	Read quickly without having to parse any sentences
•	Focus on generating design ideas, not figuring out language
Blue label guidelines:
•	Represent the data to highlight the key point
•	There should be one key point
•	If the group hangs together this is easy—if it doesn’t, break it up
•	Use direct language summarizing an observation, not a category
•	Good: “I don’t choose a destination until I check out available accommodations”
•	Bad: “How I choose accommodations”—forcing review of individual notes for the
point
•	Written from the user’s point of view, talking to the team
•	Use short succinct “Hemingway-type” statements—simple, direct, unadorned prose
and no long sentences with clauses
•	Does not need to be a complete sentence
•	No more than two to three handwritten lines long on the Post-it
•	Not design ideas
•	“Booking accommodations is too complicated” not “I want an easy way to book
accommodations”
Pink and green labels organize sections.
•	They reflect a theme/category of findings, but still use “I” language
•	For example, “I use multiple strategies to decide where to go”

Building the Affinity Diagram

new ways on details of sensation, direct tool interaction, tool hassles,
and learning. Because this is not traditional task-oriented data, it’s
easy to miss during consolidation.
So to be sure that the team pulls together the
data needed for the Contextual Design Experience
Cool Concepts change
Models and ideation techniques, we need to raise
classic Affinity building
up issues of design for life. To do this, before building the Affinity, we suggest the team start with
a set of preliminary green labels related to Cool Concepts. These
are placeholders which can be changed later by looking at the data
grouped into that section. All of the green labels talking about the
target task bubble up naturally. We do not recommend predefining
green labels for the primary task—that won’t help the team break
their preliminary assumptions. But by using initial labels associated
with the Cool Concepts, we help the team recognize this important
data and bring it together. Below are the green labels we suggest to
ensure a design for life focus.
  

•	My on-the-go life
•	I connect to people that matter
•	I define myself personally and professionally
•	My tools are a sensual delight
•	My tools are Direct into Action
•	My tools are a hassle
  

•	I have to learn how to use my tools

These placeholder labels allow the related data to find their way
together more easily. A team might not have all Cool Concepts in
their project focus; if so, they will only use the preliminary green
labels that are relevant for them.
Affinity building reveals the core process of consolidation: look
at individual observations and group like data from different users.
Bubble up key distinctions relevant for design. Label the distinctions at multiple levels of abstraction—in the Affinity, the blue
labels reveal detailed distinctions, and the pinks show key aspects
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of one overall theme or story area represented by the green label.
Let the groupings emerge through inductive reasoning to reveal
new themes, aspects, and distinctions. Present the
whole in a structure that’s easy to understand and
Building an Affinity
walk. For the Affinity, this structure is a simple
teaches inductive
hierarchy.
reasoning to find
You can read a good Affinity from beginning to
important themes
end to see every issue in the practice and everything
the team has learned so far, all tied to real instances.
There’s no better way to see the broad scope of
the problem quickly. And it’s also the first example of the process of
consolidation.

Building the Affinity as a
team
Building the Affinity is a group process. Building the data into a
consolidation with multiple people is critical because it ensures that
the lapsed time is reasonable. But more importantly, building the
Affinity together is another immersion experience for those who did
not go to the field to collect data. It exposes people to the users’ lives
and naturally expands their understanding of that life. And through
manipulating the data and building into a structure that all share,
they buy into the implications of the data.
For any group process, people need to know the rules of
engagement; they benefit from a clear structure to guide getting the
collaborative work done. We saw how Contextual Design provides
such a structure for the Interpretation Session; we also provide a
clear structure for the Affinity and other team tasks as well. Here are
the basic steps to building the Affinity.4
During Affinity building we encourage quiet, one-on-one discussion
between team members. This process is an opportunity to explore the
data together and bounce ideas for labels off each other. Working in
4 See

Holtzblatt et al. (December 28, 2004) for more detailed step-by-step description of Affinity
building.

Building the Affinity as a team

Steps to build the Affinity Diagram
Prep work
1.	Print the notes captured during Interpretation Sessions on printable sticky notes or in
a 3″ × 5″ grid, cut apart so each is on its own label-sized slip of paper. Preferably mix
up the notes so different user’s notes are interleaved.
2.	Print all notes of all users in order, just as a list, for reference.
3.	Prepare a room with bare walls. Hang good-quality butcher paper one the walls (floor
to ceiling). Build your Affinity on this.
The morning
4.	Give everyone building the Affinity a set of notes to start—8 to 10 per person
5.	Put notes up on the wall one at a time as a group. Read out the note. After each note
goes up, others add notes that go with it. Don’t discuss the positioning—anyone can
put a note anywhere.
6.	Continue this formal process until a bunch of groupings, about 20, are up on the wall.
7.	Now everyone works individually putting up notes until the stack of notes is all up on
the wall without labels. People get more notes as they need them.
8.	People will naturally put groups together that are variations on a theme. While working, they will announce where things are.
9.	Remember everyone can move any note to create and recreate groupings as they
accommodate new data.
The afternoon (and following days if needed)
10.	Before starting formal labeling, put rough “type” labels using any other color over
these rough groups so you know what is where. (We keep them at an angle so we
know they are not real and don’t need review.)
11.	Collect similar together based on the rough labels.
12.	Introduce labeling and start labeling together, breaking down long groups and writing real blue labels; pink labels will naturally emerge.
13.	Assign pairs to each section of the wall, dealing with priority areas first. Each pair
writes labels for their own part of the wall, relocating notes that don’t belong to their
area.
14.	As groups continue to add individual notes, break them down so there are no more
than four notes in a group, or the number appropriate for your Affinity size.
15.	Add pink and green level notes to collect groups and keep the structure tight.
16.	Check all sections and labels for quality and that key distinctions have bubbled up,
and that labels are in the correct language at every level.
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pairs, people can discuss their insights and get someone else to check
their thinking. Writing the labels reveals what you’re thinking; if someone disagrees with the grouping structure, they may move notes and
rewrite the label. Adding notes to a group will naturally change what its
label needs to say. All the data instances are there to support one interpretation or another, so it’s easy to change your emphasis or split a group
to show several distinctions.
There is no need for consensus before creating or changing a
label or grouping. But if a pair gets stuck on their part of the wall,
they can ask others to come in to help. Never stop
and have a whole-team discussion on any part of
the wall! Let two or three people make a quick deciUse the minds of the whole
sion and move on. Working in parallel, the wall will
team—everyone works the
naturally shift to better reflect the themes that matwhole Affinity
ter for your project. Green label sections become
separate areas of work; move people around the
sections so multiple minds consider each part. Ownership of a part
is a problem, not a goal.
Doing the work in pairs helps move people from thinking in
buckets (all notes with the term “hotel” on them get tossed in one
group) to thinking about the practice. Moving from section to section to stay fresh lets people review each other’s notes and labels for
clarity, rightness for that group, and to see that a story is being created. When people can’t agree on where a note should go, they talk
about what underlying issues they see. When people don’t understand a note, they go back to the list of notes from
that Interpretation Session or to the interviewer to
Use the Affinity process to
ask what happened in the interview. If a note seems
think in new ways about
to have two points, cut it in half or write a second
note. Remember the Affinity will never be “perthe practice
fect.” Perfection is not a goal; structuring the data
so it is useful to drive design thinking is. Everyone
should be able to look at the resulting wall and see how it addresses
the project focus and any business issues.
To help manage the team we put strict boundaries on disagreement,
just as we did in the Interpretation Session. Team members may draw
different meanings from the same note. A note might fit into an existing blue group or might be used to create a new one. In that case, create

Building the Affinity as a team

a new group and a new distinction. More insight is better. Rarely do
you need the note in both places; if you already have two good notes
in a group you don’t need a third—use it elsewhere
to push new insight. A note might fit into several
Manage disagreements
existing groups—in that case, just pick the weakest
grouping and beef it up by adding the note to it. If a
within the rules of the
team member has an insight from the Interpretation
process
Sessions but doesn’t have the notes to support it, it’s
up to them to find the supporting data first (the notes
may have been buried in other categories) and then write the label to
support it. But most of all, remember that no one note is critical.
Building the Affinity in a few days creates a team event that
binds the team together and is also important for creating new
insight. Building smaller Affinities more quickly or building up one
Affinity over time lets team members incorporate each piece of data
into an already existing structure of understanding before having to
deal with the next; this leads to assimilation of each point instead of
promoting a paradigm shift. With the above process, in a single day
the team has to face a whole new way of looking at the users’ world.
Building a 1500-note Affinity is exhausting, so knowing how to
handle disagreements and individual differences is key. It’s an entire
day of reading and conceptualizing hundreds of separate bits of data
and matching them with other bits of data. It’s like a combination of
Concentration, the memory game, and translating Shakespeare into
Latin: the words on a note have to be interpreted to translate them into
the underlying practice issue; then the note has to be matched with the
note you saw 5 minutes ago and you know is on the
wall somewhere. Everyone’s working at once, moving back and forth along the wall, discussing notes
Organize hundreds
with each other, and yelling general questions to the
of observations into a
group at large (“Who interviewed U4?”).5
coherent story in a single
Some people will be overwhelmed when the
day
first notes are going up with no labels, and others
will love it. But the people who hate it find that
their overwhelm evaporates when they have one piece of the wall to
label. Now the task is bounded, and they can focus on putting in
5 See

a real time Affinity being built here: https://goo.gl/a4zvm4.
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structure. Some people will be great labelers and others will be able
to find groups but won’t write good labels. Working as a group means
the team can lean on the strengths and work around the weaknesses
of individuals. No process will feel comfortable to everyone all the
time. But if people know what to expect and what to do, we find
they can deal with it.
When the team is done, they have a single structure representing all
their user data, which organizes their knowledge and insight and gives
them a basis for design. And when they see it finished—then everyone
gets excited!

Managing people during Affinity building
Building an Affinity is not an easy process for some and people will react to the process in
different ways. Here are some guidelines.
People’s response

Advice

The number of Affinity
notes and the lack of
structure are overwhelming.
These people can organize a
limited part of the Affinity
but find it hard to put up the
original groups.

Talk about this before starting so people who get
overwhelmed will know it is normal to feel this way.
Reassure them that they will find it easier later in the process
and that at the end when the wall is organized they will have
the structure they need.
Explain that building the Affinity this way is the quickest
way to get the Affinity notes up and organized, while taking
advantage of multiple perspectives.

Some get concerned about
creating the “right” Affinity.

Help them see that there are many ways to put an Affinity
together and you will produce only one. This is okay—the
purpose is to push your understanding of the users by
revealing key distinctions. As long as your Affinity makes
you think new design thoughts, it is good for your purposes.

Some people need to clear
out distractions and focus on
just a part of the problem.

They may not be able to deal with working with someone
else because talking and thinking is too hard. If you have
two people such as these, suggest that they pair up because
they will work in parallel but engage in some discussion.

Some will get frustrated trying to track “their” section
of the wall when others add
to their groups or move their
notes somewhere else.

Coach people to be comfortable with multiple people
creating the diagram, without anyone keeping the whole
thing coherent. Tell them to trust that something good will
come out. This is how to move quickly.

Design communication and the Affinity Diagram

Design communication and the
Affinity Diagram
Once the Affinity is built, structured, and labeled, it is time to
ensure it is really ready to be used in an ideation session. Because
teams always love the Affinity, it is our gold standard for learning what really works for communiThe Affinity illustrates
cation design. So let’s look at its attributes. Just as
principles of good
the Affinity teaches the inductive thinking process
communication design
needed for any consolidation, it illustrates principles of good communication design.
Meaningful structure: A meaningful structure is one that can
be used, understood, and consumed quickly by anyone walking up
to the model. A hierarchy such as the Affinity presents is the most
familiar structure for information across all professions. How you
organize that hierarchy is critical for success. The Affinity structure
contains the overall story of the practice and life of the target population. Read top-down, it presents the story in sections, or chapters,
denoted by the green labels. So the Affinity presents the key issues
of the market in digestible chunks. A person can read through one
green label grouping and only focus on what that group is trying to
say. This helps focus design thinking and generates targeted design
ideas. The green label says “Look here, think about this—now what
will you invent to deal with my issues?”
Each green is composed of chunks too—the pink groups—and
so on. Each chunk is a call for design thinking. When information is chunked well within an overall framework
(like the Affinity hierarchy), people know how
The structure of your
to approach complex data without overwhelm.
communication makes
The green labels lead the reader through the data,
it overwhelming or
creating natural stopping points such as “chapconsumable
ters” in a story. It invites but circumscribes the
design problem to something manageable. Any
good communication design must have a recognizable structure that chunks information while it moves a reader
systematically and naturally through the full story represented in
the whole model.
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So what makes a good Affinity? We provide metrics on size so
that the chunks don’t get too big. We put the greens in a sensible
order so people can move through them without disrupting their
u
nderstanding of the big picture. To use it, anyone can start
anywhere—but no matter where they start, the flow from panel to
panel will end up telling the whole story.
The labels, and language of the labels, are critical too. If they are
too long, people have to stop to parse them, disrupting their flow. If
they are too categorical, they force the reader into the notes, again
disrupting the flow. If there are just too many words on a label, they
can’t be easily and quickly scanned. To simultaneously get the big
picture and the detail, the data must be read like a novel, moving
through it quickly so that the mind can be free to generate ideas
while reading. Anything in the way of fluid movement through the
data gets in the way of design thinking.
The last step in creating the Affinity is to check that the size and
order of groupings are correct, that the most important themes are
revealed, and that the labels are short, succinct, and invite immediate
understanding.
Story language: People are wired to tell and consume stories. We
write our stories on steles, on cave walls, in novels, in newspapers.
We share stories as examples of larger principles. Although we can
abstract, we naturally know how to consume content
in the form of a story. And when we see an abstract
People know how to
concept, we naturally generate stories (or examples
absorb a story—so give
which are themselves stories) to tell ourselves what
them one
the abstraction means. So if we want people to internalize the data easily, we’d better use story language.
A framework for understanding provides a set
of abstract concepts which organize understanding. But without
story examples—real-life examples of how that concept plays out
in life—abstract concepts alone will not drive design thinking. Or
worse—the concept, without story, invites us to make up stories
to fill in the blank. This drives designers to lean on their own life
experience, not the market data. The most powerful way to drive
data into the mind of designers is to find the organizing concepts
through inductive reasoning and then illustrate them—tell their tale
in story form.

Design communication and the Affinity Diagram

The labels in the Affinity simultaneously organize and name
the core concepts and tell their story. They are constructed in firstperson language expressing the users’ experience. Because they
are d
eliberately short, declarative, and succinct, they are easily
consumed. In this way the designers learn the core concepts through
story language in the voice of the market. And it’s all tied to the
actual data, available to flesh out the concept.
The story language used in the Affinity Diagram invites design
thinking and drives designers away from design from the “I.” It
provides a way for readers to quickly immerse themselves in the life
of the users just by “walking the wall” as we will discuss in Part 3.
A Way In: A wall-size graphic of complex data can be
overwhelming. Since our goal is to invite the readers to engage with
the data, we need to build a “way in” right into the
structure of the graphic. Every consolidated model
Help everyone know how
must guide the reader through the data by its structo approach your data
ture and layout. Every consolidated model provides
representation—by its
a big picture of one aspect of the users’ lives. But we
structure
cannot swallow it whole—we must move through
it linearly, or at least one piece at a time.
The Affinity Diagram provides a natural Way
In through its groupings. Every green label defines a coherent part to
be dealt with. The hierarchical structure tells people that blue labels
define pink labels and pink labels define green labels. The flow from
one green to the next guides movement through the model—and
lets those who are looking for one favorite part to find it at the green
level. The way in is clear.
The Way In is not defined by structure alone. The story
language also invites inquiry and pulls the reader through the
story. The Affinity hierarchy—well designed and labeled—is a
great way to represent discrete observations in an accessible way.
But other models show other views of the practice. The structure
of a practice is not best represented in a hierarchy. In the next
chapters we will talk about each model’s structure and how to
create a Way In for them.
Interaction: Even the best designed graphical representation
of data doesn’t communicate by itself. If passed around as a big
document, readers might glance over it or think it looks cool—but
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will they really engage with the data? Will they use it? Will it drive
design thinking? To be sure that the data get into the design, you
must push designers to interact with the data—
to think about it, manipulate it, dialog with it,
Give people something to
and respond to it. So support for this interaction
do while interacting with
must be built into the communication design of
the data
any model.
The Wall Walk described in Part 3 is the step
where we ask people to engage with the data by giving them an
activity to do while they move through the model. Reading alone
does not ensure they are using the data for design. We must create
a link between the data and design to be sure that it gets in to the
mind of designers.
If designers are asked to write design ideas in response to the
labels in the Affinity, they naturally start designing from data. If
we tell them that a more systemic, better, idea is one that responds
to a pink or green label, addressing a whole theme, they naturally
move away from one-off ideas responding to individual notes. And
it doesn’t hurt if it creates a little competition to get the most, and
most systemic, notes up.
People need something to do besides read when they engage with
data. We build engagement into the process and into the structure
of the model for all the consolidated models, as we describe below.
But there are lots of ways to create interactive activities that drive
designers into the data.
Communication design is at the core of bridging the gap between
data and design thinking. So create a meaningful structure, use story
language, define an obvious way in and a process
for interaction. Once you have done that you are
Communication design
ready for ideation.
bridges the gap between
The Affinity Diagram is a fabulous teaching
data and design
tool for your team. It teaches induction, how to
structure information, how to raise up distinctions,
and how to manage complex information. And
when done well, it is an excellent communication design. Now we
turn to the other models to learn how to build them and how they
also can drive design thinking.

